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Abstract

The United States Air Force (USAF) and the Department of Defense (DoD) use traditional schoolhouses to educate and train personnel. This method limits the number of students due to classroom size, funding, and faculty availability. One method to increase throughput is to decrease the length of training to create an opportunity to graduate more students within a given time frame. However, while cutting material could graduate more students, it may not be the optimal solution. Another method is to shift towards an asynchronous learning environment in which students move through content at individual paces and paths. This research introduces a methodology for transforming a set of unstructured documents into an organized Topic Map (TM) students can use to orient themselves in an education domain. The research then identifies different learning paths within the TM to create a directed Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Tree (KSAT) paralleling the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) construct. We apply this methodology in four case studies, each of which is an education or training course, in the results section. The results were validated via visual inspection and compared to Subject-Matter Expert (SME) created TMs using a validated graph comparison metric. The outputs of this research suggest this methodology can be used to supplement the Air Force (AF) education system by mapping topics and course material for students to ingest prior to beginning a course, during a course, or after completion to refresh their knowledge. The research produced three TMs and a KSAT for all four case studies and modified KSATs for two of the studies where modular learning paths were identified. Using a graph comparison metric and the topic identification rates for the TMs, we tested a whitelisting algorithm to identify topics with up to 81%
accuracy, and leveraged a Latent-Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm on its own and the same LDA algorithm with a modern ontological system for lexical knowledge in ConceptNet. The results of this research show that TMs and KSATs can automatically be created with minimal user input. The methodology developed in this research could help the Air Force increase the amount of airmen progressing through education and training pipelines.
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I. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

For the Air Force (AF) to meet the demand to produce cyber Airmen, a reliance on automation and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to develop material and assess Airmen competencies efficiently should be expected [2]. As of 2019, Air Education and Training Command (AETC) has failed to meet cyber manpower demands to fill Cyber Protection Teams (CPTs) and Mission Defense Teams (MDTs), creating 555 cyber warriors per fiscal year compared to the Air Force cyber skill demand being as high as 3,000 per fiscal year [2]. The complex mission requirements demand Airmen possess a robust and tailored skill set and requires an adaptive student-centered learning approach [3].

The current method of relying on traditional brick and mortar training does not consider the students current skill, ability, and aptitude, but puts every cyber student through the standard pipeline. While the standardization of education and training has benefits, the content and assessments students must pass can be standardized in a more modern system while still addressing the issues of cost and throughput. With an average travel and per diem cost of $700 round trip from home station to school house, and $104/per day/student, the Air Force spends overs $100 million each year\textsuperscript{1}[2]. This learning model is expensive and does not exploit the 21st century advanced education techniques that adapt learning around the student. Instead, the Air Force, regardless of inherent skills or aptitude consistently and uniformly

\textsuperscript{1}$115,980,000 = (365 \text{ days} \times $104 + $700) \times 3000 \text{ students}$
progresses each student through serialized learning paths in a test, advance, repeat model. Additionally, some airmen wait on casual status for training slots to open, costing the Air Force more time and money [3]. These inefficiencies, coupled with an increasing need for cyber professionals of the same caliber in the Air Force and DoD, presents a training and education challenge.

Training shortfalls go beyond cyber. The Pilot Training Next [4] program aims to shorten waiting times before training pilots. This relies on virtual reality to decrease total time spent in pilot training by two-thirds, and costs by over half [5]. Additionally, AETC has launched the Continuum of Learning (CoL) initiative to consolidate the different learning pipelines into a centralized repository of data in the Air Force Learning Services Ecosystem (AFLSE) that can be updated, adjusted, and tailored towards specific goals with aim to streamline AF education and training.

In this thesis, we develop, test, and evaluate a methodology, in parallel with the goals of the AETC CoL, to produce content faster by organizing data for the warfighter to access. By leveraging NLP techniques to organize unstructured content into a Topic Map (TM), an undirected graph of nodes representing topics and edges representing a relationship between them, and provide a custom Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Tree (KSAT), a directed TM with a second node type to provide direction along a learning path, we can improve the quality of the education and training material in self-guided learning platforms for Air Force members.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the methodology in a tool: the Pedagogical Resource Organization Framework (PROF). PROF consumes textual data, identifies key topics, recognizes contextual relationships, and produces a TM automatically, and a KSAT with the addition of two human-generated documents. This KSAT is displayed and evaluated to identify and highlight educational paths for students.

When applied to a dataset, PROF automatically generates a TM and KSAT.
These assist educators to develop courses and organize content. TMs provide an overview of topics in the data set and allows users to choose areas of interest by linking them to associated content. KSATs provide learning paths for users to progress through courses and build their Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA).²

This chapter provides the motivation, problem statement, research questions, research assumptions, and contributions of this research. Chapter II, explores related literature, defines terms as they pertain to this research, and identifies gaps in the field of study. Chapter III describes the methodology and the algorithms used to create the TMs and KSATs for each one of the case studies. Chapter IV discusses and analyzes the results of the research. Finally, Chapter V draws conclusions about the research, highlights contributions made to the field, and suggests areas of future work.

1.2 Problem Statement

To shift to asynchronous and self-guided learning environments, tools and processes that aid the development of training content should be researched and leveraged to make this process more efficient and easier for educators.

1.3 Research Questions

In this thesis, we propose the following research questions.

1. **Investigative Question 1**: How closely can computational semantic processing generate a Topic Map compared with a SME developed one using a predefined comparison metric?

   **Hypothesis**: Using semantic analysis and a predefined methodology, a Topic Map

   ²The Department of Defense (DoD) uses knowledge, skills, and abilities to evaluate candidates’ resumes applying for federal jobs [6].
can be created automatically from a data-set that is accurate between 0.1 and 0.5 using the McClure Validity Score [7].

2. **Investigative Question 2: How much can modern ontological techniques improve topic generation?**

   Hypothesis: With SME-generated topics as the standard, Latent-Dirichlet Allocation can identify topics from a dataset. In addition, the introduction of an ontological techniques will maintain or increase this identification rates by up to 20% through topic word clustering.

3. **Investigative Question 3: To what extent can we automate the creation of a KSAT for a course?**

   Hypothesis: We hypothesize that the methodology created in this research provides an almost automatic process for creating a KSAT for a course from its documentation that requires less than 30 minutes of working time.

1.4 Methodology

This research creates and tests a methodology for creating TMs and KSATs from unstructured data. This methodology identifies key topics and the relationships between these topics and creates a TM, then creates a KSAT by organizing these topics and relationships into a hierarchy of generalization or complexity. The hierarchy provides a learning path for students to follow to complete lesson objectives. PROF can assist educators in generating content and objectives for students to complete. TM and KSAT equivalents have been examined as education and training aids to improve student motivation and engagement for use on the Air Force Institute of Technology’s Cyber Education Hub (CEH) [8], Kahn Academy [9], and other learning sites, but we are not aware of a comparable tool at this time for generating these automatically.
We evaluated PROF based on its ability to generate and organize topics and objectives on four Air Force courses: Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT)’s Mobile and SCADA Security course (CSCE 660), its Agile Software Systems Engineering course (SENG 593), and its Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) Course. The final case study evaluated is the 39th Information Operations Squadron’s Network Warfare Bridge Course (NWBC). These case studies were chosen as they contain a range of length, content type, and education goals that can be used to draw insight into which algorithm and course type is best suited to the methodology.

The methodology leveraged three algorithms for testing. For the first, researchers created a whitelist, a document containing a list of possible topic candidates, using the learning objectives from the course. PROF uses frequency analysis to identify topics and relationships from course documents. The outcome is a course-specific TM. The second algorithm tested in phase one leverages Latent-Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), an NLP algorithm for automatically generating topics. The third algorithm leverages this same algorithm, but also incorporates ConceptNet, a lexical ontology, with the goal of more accurately naming topics in the TM. Phase two involved introducing the syllabus to the output of the whitelisting algorithm to provide direction and structure, thus creating a KSAT.

The course documents consisted of MS Word [10], MS PowerPoint [11], and Portable Document Format (PDF) [12] files, among others. Before processing, PROF uses text extraction techniques to convert all files into text files.

In creating each of the structures for the different courses, as well as testing different algorithms for each, a set of TMs and KSATs were produced for each course. This allowed the comparison of structures to a predefined metric using the McClure score, and provided additional insight into how education compare to training courses.

To validate the created TMs and KSATs, researchers asked a Subject-Matter
Expert (SME) for each case study to create a TM that depicts the case study’s learning objectives and topics. PROF’s TMs are compared against the SME TM using the McClure comparison scoring metric [7]. Researchers then visually inspect the KSATs to identify additional learning paths in the courses based on how nodes became clustered within the KSAT.

1.5 Assumptions

The following assumptions are made during this research.

1. TMs and KSATs are effective techniques for organizing and evaluating education concepts [13].

2. SME-Created TMs are the baseline for TM quality. While three SMEs could create different TMs, we assume a SME-Created TM is the standard [7][14].

3. Reducing the time needed for educators to create TMs and KSATs is beneficial to student learning and course development [15][16].

4. PROF assists educators in creating TMs and KSATs at a faster rate than manual creation.

1.6 Research Contributions

1. Define and demonstrate features that may be used in TM and KSAT generation.

2. Informs other researchers about techniques for evaluating synthetic TMs and KSATs.

3. Automatically generate topics with up to 80% accuracy to SME-generated topics.
4. Extract learning paths from organized TMs that can be used to modularize courses.

1.7 Conclusion

This experiment’s intent is to test methods that automatically creating TMs and KSATs, and evaluate the output of each method against a baseline to evaluate which will be most suitable to identify topics, relationships, and learning paths. PROF, when applied to unorganized data repositories, effectively identifies topics and learning paths.

The next chapter discusses the background and literature review for this research where we identify gaps in the current knowledge base, adopt and define our terms, and demonstrate how our research fits in the state of the art.
II. Background and Literature Review

2.1 Education

Although the number of people with degrees and certifications in the computer science career field has increased in the last decade, there is still a workforce shortage due to the Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) focused on in education not matching those emphasized in the field [17]. This dissonance in an increase in paperwork for members of the field and a stagnant ability level can be attributed to differing levels of quality, depth, and applicability of these programs [18]. To improve skill retention, the Department of Defense (DoD) and private companies have developed requirements for education and training in the cyber and information technology career fields [19]. With the DoD and Air Force implementing these requirements, the burden falls on educators, trainers, and supervisors to create relevant, up-to-date courses. We explored the field for tools, techniques, and processes for mapping courses to identify and validate their lesson objectives against requirements to ensure they are met. We identified gaps that could be explored and addressed with the research and the Pedagogical Resource Organization Framework (PROF) methodology. The tools we explored and the gaps we identified are discussed in several domains: traditional and asynchronous classroom environments; research into educational tools like a Topic Map (TM) and Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Tree (KSAT); Natural Language Processing (NLP) basics; and graph comparison metrics.

2.1.1 Traditional Classroom Education

For the purposes of this research, a traditional classroom is an instructor-centered, synchronous learning environment where specific lessons are taught at each meeting, and students progress through the course at the same pace. The DoD has typically
conducted training and education in this traditional way since its inception [20]. The traditional classrooms have long been an efficient and popular way to host courses, and have been successful in bringing content and education to students [21]. However, courses of this nature do not allow students to move at different paces, regardless of prior knowledge, motivation, or ability to move at a faster pace, or difficulty to understand content. Those courses follow a singular track, with no opportunity for students to explore other relevant areas of interest.

2.1.2 Asynchronous Learning

Asynchronous learning environments are those where learners can access remote learning resources asynchronously and use self-study techniques with asynchronous interactivity to progress through a course [15]. Asynchronous learning environments in classroom education have been shown to be effective at garnering discussion of complex topics by giving students time to reflect and construct their ideas before contributing [22]. We expand the definition of asynchronous learning to include “flipped classroom” education, where students watching the course lecture on their own time and work on assignments, problems, and projects during scheduled class time. Ideally, students are able to work at a higher Bloom’s taxonomy [23] level in class, and issues with content can be addressed at a more personal level between teacher and student [16]. This method of learning is more common in higher education. Asynchronous classrooms offer institutions a cost-effective way to educate students while educators restructure courses to focus on collaborative learning and deeper discussion about the content [24]. A study by Carswell, et al found students who took asynchronous courses demonstrated a statistically improved understanding of course material than those who took the synchronous course [25]. This increased efficiency and opportunity for deeper learning shows promise for a move towards asynchronous education.
and training within the Air Force.

In asynchronous learning environments, educators use multi-modal learning techniques – using different education mediums (text, audio, visual, etc.) – to teach a concept [26]. Studies by Hazari and then Fadel have shown that this multi-modal approach provides superior results in students performance and learning compared to the traditional classroom method [27][28]. A conclusion Fadel stated in research demonstrates this point, saying “students engaged in learning that incorporates multi-modal designs, on average, outperform students who learn using traditional approaches with single modes” [27]. Martin’s research showed that the approach non-technical people use to learn technical knowledge, skills, and abilities, is almost exclusively through search engines, which return these multi-modal forms of content in text, audio, and video formats. Students of today follow this approach when learning, and educators must account for this by expanding to a multi-modal array of content available to students for learning [29]. As courses shift to asynchronous environments and educators restructure them to be more efficient for students and educators a process for identifying which areas of course content relate closely to specific lesson objectives is required. Identifying these relationships allows educators to ensure each objective is addressed and provides students with multi-modal content to best suit their learning style.

2.2 Educational Tools

To properly identify an area of research which has not yet been addressed, we surveyed the field of related works in TM and KSAT development. In addition, we discuss the various definitions used in this field of study – researchers invoke different terms to define similar concepts. As this can be confusing, we adopted and created definitions to provide a baseline knowledge for the reader.
2.2.1 Topic Maps

Hatzigaidas et al enumerated several tools which support TM creation. They defined the basic concepts of a TM as Topics, Associations, and Occurrences; Topics represent a subject or kind of type, Associations are relationships between Topics, and Occurrences refer to the number of times a Topic is present in a specific document. They also described an intuitive graphical user interface to edit a TM. While surveying the different tools available for the creation, organization, and editing of TMs, Hatzigaidas et al identified a gap in the open-source tools available for creating TMs for large and/or complex data sets [30]. This shows the need for a TM tool that does not limit the amount of documents or topics included in a TM.

Alam et al compared open source tools and application programming interfaces (APIs) available for the storage, editing, browsing, and display of TMs and resource description frameworks. They noted that TM tools were less mature and lacked continued support [31]. Hatzigaidas and Alam’s research showed a need for a comprehensive TM tool capable of handling all portions of the TM creation and updating process.

Research supports automatic creation and measurement of TMs. Zubrinic et al proposed a method for creating TMs automatically using a morphologically rich language, such as Croatian [32]. They proposed multiple different methods for creating TMs such as dictionaries, linguistic tools, structured data sources, and non-text data sources. Villalon & Calvo described methods for evaluating an automatically created TM against manually generated TMs to test a tool’s effectiveness [33]. These methods use Subject-Matter Expert (SME) created TMs as the gold standard, and demonstrate a technique for measuring differences between SME-created and automatically created TMs. McClure et al defined this assessment method, which involves finding similar topics in each map, and dividing the intersection of the set of each
topic’s neighbors by the union of the set of each topic’s neighbors. This creates a value of similarity between zero and one. This is done for all like nodes in the two maps and averaged to give an overall score for the map [7][13]. Figure 1 depicts this formula, where \( i \) is a specific shared node, \( C_{i,1} \) is the set of relationships of node \( i \) in Topic Map 1 (TM1), \( C_{i,2} \) is the set of relationships of node \( i \) in Topic Map 2 (TM2), and \( A \) is the number of total shared nodes between TM1 and TM2.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{A} \frac{|C_{i,1} \cap C_{i,2}|}{|C_{i,1} \cup C_{i,2}|}
\]

(1)

Figure 1: McClure Formula for Calculating Topic Map Similarity

Vodovozov and Raud applied TMs to electrical engineering courses at the Tallinn University of Technology. They explored TMs as a method to identify connections between topics for both students and teachers; they found improvement in student achievement of learning outcomes when TMs were integrated into a course [14].

In another application, Letassy et al spent two academic years identifying KSA statements for creating the University of Oklahoma College of Pharmacy’s curriculum to target learning outcomes through resequencing courses and defining expected ability levels at each year point in the program. This resequencing was shown to better match and teach the KSAs cited in the curriculum to the coursework students performed [34].

Another area of previous research tested creating TMs for assessment, test creation, and verification. Lin et al created TMs that included a course’s key topics. They then created assessments which tested each of these topics and provided students with a TM highlighting the areas where they did not demonstrate knowledge. Lin et al showed that students using this system made statistically significant improvements in learning achievement compared to those who did not [35]. This process of
using TMs to highlight course learning objectives, identify areas of weakness, and adjust content accordingly could be useful to students and educators alike, but there is currently no tool to perform this process.

### 2.2.2 Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) created a special publication, the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education Cybersecurity Workforce Framework (NICE Framework) [1]. The NICE Framework details the interdisciplinary nature of cybersecurity work and the KSAs needed to complete tasks in the cybersecurity domain. The framework also standardizes terms within the cybersecurity education field to allow for easier communication between organizations, scholars, and sectors in the field [1]. The NICE Framework establishes the following definitions:

- **Knowledge** is a body of information applied directly to the performance of a function.

- **Skill** is an observable competence to perform a learned psychomotor act. Skills in the psychomotor domain describe the ability to physically manipulate a tool or instrument like a hand or a hammer. Skills needed for cybersecurity rely less on physical manipulation of tools and instruments and more on applying tools, frameworks, processes, and controls that have an impact on the cybersecurity posture of an organization or individual.

- **Ability** is competence to perform an observable behavior or a behavior that results in an observable product.

- **Task** is a specific defined piece of work that, combined with other identified Tasks, composes the work in a specific specialty area or work role [1].
For the purpose of this research, we adopt the NICE Framework definitions to ease understanding of the background, methodology, and results of the research. Figure 2 shows how these terms relate to each other, work roles, specialties, and categories or topic areas.

Figure 2: Relationships among NICE Framework Components, where Work Roles are composed of Tasks (T), Knowledge (K), Skills (S), and Abilities (A) [1]

In defining these terms and their relationships, we can scope the research to target specific goals and use the baseline set by the NICE Framework as a starting point for outlining and testing the output of the research.

2.2.2.1 Competencies

To establish KSATs that reflect the structure of educational classes, identification of core competencies is necessary. Kang and Ritzhaupt identified a framework from which these competencies can be identified and defined [36]. They invoked Norman’s Know-Can-Do hierarchy to explain how to define, relate, and invoke Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities in various situations. Their research provides a framework to align identified competencies in a given field with the different levels of a KSA structure.

Kay and Moncarz’s research to identify competencies in the lodging management
field proved successful. They defined and grouped competencies agreed upon by a SME and found that although one was rated as less important by experienced personnel, this competency proved most significant to differentiate success levels of workers [37]. This research showed that defining and identifying KSAs and their connections can provide insight into which areas are most important and how to apply effective learning methods to students to directly target those KSAs.

Research by van der Klink and Boon defined the relationships between Competencies and KSAs. Competencies do not equal KSAs, but are made up of combinations of the three categories of knowledge, skills, and abilities, depending on the specific competency [38]. Different combinations of the three in different competencies provides a method for users to build competencies from KSAs via tasks and activities. The distinction allows users to target different tasks and activities for a topic and effectively transition from knowledge to skills to abilities.

2.2.2.2 Itineraries

Cañas and Novak proposed a method to align TMs and KSAs using what they called “itineraries”. Itineraries are TMs that guides users through the activities and tasks needed to build KSAs) to gain a competency. Cañas and Novak noted that TMs as course organizers are limited because a TM described a topic set clearly but did not show students how or in what order to learn the topics to demonstrate proficiency. Cañas and Novak’s research provided a road map for the manual creation of itineraries and defined key terms used in this field. It also described an “itinerary of itineraries”, or a way to make a course non-sequential by mapping the competencies, tasks, and knowledge needed for each learning outcome and linking them together to allow users to navigate through topics at their own discretion [39]. In addition, Cañas and Novak’s research highlighted a gap in automation for this research.
2.2.3 Our Definitions

We found several synonyms throughout previous research, and now define four overarching terms.

Table 1: Definitions of keywords used in this research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Synonyms in Literature</th>
<th>Our Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Learning Objective, Lesson Objective, Lesson Outcome, Subject</td>
<td>A subject or lesson objective within a course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information that pertains to a specific subject area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic Map (TM)</td>
<td>Knowledge Graph, Knowledge Map, Concept Map</td>
<td>An undirected graph consisting of nodes representing topics and edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>representing a relationship between such topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSAs)</td>
<td>Competencies</td>
<td>The content and proficiency associated with a topic, whether it be course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>readings, exercises, or assessments. Not visualized in a PROF TM but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>present in content associated with topic nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Tree (KSAT)</td>
<td>Skill Tree, Itinerary, Knowledge Tree</td>
<td>A directed graph consisting of topic and lesson nodes, with lesson nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>relating to topic nodes when topics are present within the lesson’s content,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and lesson nodes also possessing directed relationships with one another to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>represent the path of the course.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We defined a TM as an undirected graph which consists of nodes representing topics and the edges representing a relationship between such topics. Figure 3 is an example TM with five Topic nodes. Topic nodes may have zero (Topic E), one (Topic D), or more (Topics A, B, C) connections with other Topic nodes in the TM.
Furthermore, a KSAT is defined as a TM with a second node type, the Lesson node, representing a degree of generalization in the subject or a lesson in the course. Adding the second node type gives the TM organized direction for students to follow. The direction moves from knowledge level to skill level to ability level. In parallel, the direction also moves from general to specific content, similar to traditional classroom methods of progressing through a course. The Lesson nodes represent nothing other than a numbered path the course follows.

Figure 4 shows how the different node types in a KSAT relate. The two nodes on the top are Topic nodes, and have an undirected relationship with one another. The two nodes on the bottom are Lesson nodes and are directed with one another to show course flow. The Lesson nodes provide a directed relationship through Topic nodes to reveal a potential path a student can travel to demonstrate learning. Lesson nodes may relate to one or more Topic nodes (bottom-left of Figure 4), and Topic nodes may be linked by one or more Lesson nodes (top-right of Figure 4).
2.3 Natural Language Processing

Statistical NLP can be defined as consisting of “all quantitative approaches to automated language processing, including probabilistic modeling, information theory, and linear algebra” [40]. To create TMs and KSATs from a repository of content like a training or education course, steps must be taken to identify relevant topics present in the data. Past research into TMs and KSATs found that manual creation of these structures took multiple hours, requiring domain knowledge of the depicted course [13]. We provide a discussion of frequency analysis, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA), and Latent-Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [41][42][43][44][45].

2.3.1 Frequency Analysis

Frequency analysis is the mathematical process of identifying the number of unique words in a given document or set of documents and storing the number of times each word appears in the text divided by the overall number of words in the text. Depending on the corpus size and algorithm selected, analysis can require large amounts of preprocessing and computation. Research at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Cen-
ter proved the effectiveness of frequency analysis for document summarization and keyword identification [41].

To perform frequency analysis on a large corpus of text, the text is preprocessed to standardize the language and tense; this includes tokenizing and lemmatizing words and phrases in the documents. Tokenization is the process of breaking a set of characters or words into smaller units [46]. For instance, the sentence "He likes apples" would be tokenized into a list of the words "He", "likes", "apples". Lemmatization is the process of substituting a word with its etymological root [47]. For instance, the word "apples" would be replaced with apple. This yields a standardized dataset that supports NLP [40].

2.3.2 Topic Identification Algorithms

In this research, each document is preprocessed independently. From this document, the identification of topics occurs from frequency analysis. Unfortunately, the use of pronouns or synonyms may not be recognized due to a lack of context in the NLP process. This lack of context indicates that data in the corpus share the same definitions and meaning of common nouns and phrases. Thus, words and phrases used within the text will generally have the same meaning, and additional context is not needed to link different instances towards the same count.

LSA is a theoretical and practical method to extract and represent the meanings of words in a text. Using statistical computations, the meaning of words can be estimated from a large corpus of text [42]. Using singular value decomposition, LSA can determine the semantic similarity of words in an attempt to extract meaning [48]. While LSA can begin to extract and represent meaning in a text and identify words and groups that relate. It does so by performing a matrix decomposition over a term-document matrix [49]. Uses of LSA include automated essay scoring [50],
information retrieval, language understanding, metaphor comprehension, and others [51]. One weakness of LSA is in the document-term matrix. As the corpus grows, so does the matrix being evaluated in the algorithm. The larger matrix can cause memory and computational issues.

pLSA is a statistical technique in NLP that defines a proper generative model. Compared to standard LSA which uses a linear transform, pLSA is based on a mixture decomposition derived from a latent class model and yields substantial and consistent improvements over LSA in a number of experiments [43]. Hennig’s research provided a proof of concept for evaluating a corpus and summarizing documents based on a pLSA model. They also show that the pLSA model outperforms the LSA model for capturing meaning in a document [52]. The pLSA model provides a statistically reliable model for generating topics when pre-trained over a set of similar documents [53]. Applications of pLSA include image classification [54], machine learning of color names [55], and cross-domain text classification [56]. pLSA is more efficient than LSA in terms of memory and computation by avoiding matrices, but struggles to assign a probability to a new document and may overfit a model due to linear growth of parameters. pLSA also fails to express that a document may express multiple topics, unlike LDA [45].

LDA is a generative probabilistic NLP model that can be used on a text corpus to output results of document modeling, text classification, and topic clustering [44]. LDA generalizes pLSA by changing the fixed document index to a Dirichlet prior thus creating a truly probabilistic generative model [45]. Leveraging LDA as an NLP method can allow for topic identification without the need for whitelisting topics in the course. When implemented correctly, LDA can identify topics and cluster these topics together based on their position in sentences and documents. This mitigates the need to whitelist, thus more efficiently creating TMs and KSATs for courses. LDA
has been applied to topic modeling algorithms in natural language processing, text mining, social media analysis, information retrieval, and many other areas [57].

2.4 Graph Comparison Metrics

We needed to find baseline metrics to compare TMs and KSATs in our research. As discussed in Figure 1 there is a metric in place for comparing TMs that contain similar nodes [7]. This metric will be useful in comparing TMs against a SME-created gold standard. To account for algorithms which may not produce a high number of similar nodes between documents, the rate of topic identification and factors about the SME-created TM should be considered in the analysis.

2.5 Lexical Databases

A lexical database is an organized description that attempts to approximate the lexicon of a language’s native speaker. It includes a structure of known morphemes and information about their meanings such as parts of speech designation, a definition, sample sentences to illustrate this sense, cultural annotations to indicate significance, and/or identification of semantic relationships with other morphemes [58].

Princeton’s WordNet, a lexical database, contains mainly dictionary-type information, Wiktionary contains additional information such as relation types, languages, a larger volume of terms, instance structure and completeness, and quality of data. These all play vital roles in computing the relatedness of terms and phrases within a corpus of text, and can be much more useful than WordNet alone [59]. Research by Muller shows that Wiktionary can be a useful tool for domain-specific information retrieval [60].

Another lexical database is ConceptNet [61]. ConceptNet contains a far greater amount of data than WordNet, Wiktionary, and several other large data sources.
While the required memory and hardware overhead was higher for ConceptNet than for WordNet and Wiktionary, the additional information ConceptNet uses provides a more robust lexical database. ConceptNet stores a database of relatedness values for words and phrases based on its scraping of web data and an algorithm to score two words from -1.0 to 1.0 based on their relatedness [61]. The ability to quickly query for this value from a local version of ConceptNet negates hardware and build requirements for the database compared to the easier but not as robust WordNet.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter discussed the tools, techniques, and processes for mapping courses to identify and validate their lesson objectives to assess technical skill. We identified gaps in the research in several domains: asynchronous classroom environments, educational tools, NLP basics, and graph comparison metrics. We also defined the terms used in the rest of this research, including Topic, TM, KSA, and KSAT.

In Chapter III we discuss the methodology for this research, including the tools and algorithms used by PROF, the metrics used to validate TMs and KSATs, and the expected outcomes for each case study.
III. Methodology

3.1 Preamble

In this chapter, we debut the Pedagogical Resource Organization Framework (PROF). PROF consumes unstructured data, identifies topics and their relationships, and creates and visualizes a Topic Map (TM) and Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Tree (KSAT). Once created, the outputs of the algorithm are tested against a Subject-Matter Expert (SME) created TM to provide a measure of the effectiveness of the algorithms against all courses as a whole and test whether it works better on education or training courses. PROF uses a whitelisting process that requires a custom whitelist for each course evaluated, a Latent-Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) process requiring no customization nor user input, and a modified LDA process that uses ConceptNet [61] to name LDA topics. PROF also creates a KSAT for each case study, which is inspected, and if additional learning paths are identified, a new KSAT is created highlighting these.

We will first discuss methodology of the research and the metrics used to validate the outputs, followed by a discussion of each of the Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms supporting PROF.

3.2 Experiment Methodology

The process PROF follows to create TMs and KSATs is split into six steps. Figure 5 details a flowchart of these steps and how they relate to one another. The blue path is required for both, while the black path and black outlined boxes are required only for KSATs. The blue boxes are automated processes. The orange boxes require user intervention in some form. Finally, the green boxes denote a testing process, which requires user intervention and provides results regarding the validity of the
creation process.

Figure 5: Flow chart for creating, visualizing, and testing TMs and KSATs with PROF

The results of the two comparison metrics can be used to infer which algorithm is best for creating TMs depending on the user’s desires. While a SME-Created TM is assumed to be the gold standard for this experiment, three SMEs could create three different TMs for the same course despite having a list of topics to use in the TM. Thus, while the accuracy metric is a percentage, we do not expect it to be greater than 30% in any case.

3.2.1 Limitations

The following limitations should be considered when analyzing and generalizing the PROF methodology.

1. Extracting text from different document types, especially Portable Document
Format (PDF), is challenging. The tool used for this process, Apache Tika [62], provides the best results compared with other available tools [63].

2. To support statistical correctness during text processing, PROF requires a SME to provide a whitelist of topic candidates.

3. To order the course within a KSAT, a schedule document is required to order the lessons, content, and topics present in the course to move from an undirected TM to a directed KSAT.

4. Due to the Neo4j visualization of graph databases, manual placing of nodes in the TMs and KSATs is required. All nodes and relationships are created by the methodology, but their placement on the screen needed to be performed manually.

5. Because of the stochastic nature of LDA, it does not produce the same results, but it does generate consistent topics.

3.3 PROF Algorithm

To create a TM and KSAT with minimal user interaction, PROF follows a multi-step approach. This approach ingests data that constitutes a curriculum and identifies topics and relationships from content items. It then creates relationships to topics based on the chosen algorithm; develops a database with these content items, topics, and links; displays this output in a format navigable for learners; and evaluates output TMs against those manually created by SMEs (Figure 6).
3.3.1 Consuming Data

Step One of the PROF algorithm extracts text from the corpus and stores it into American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) [64] files. This section discusses this process.
In Step 1, PROF consumes data inputted by the user to be added to the TM. PROF uses Apache Tika [62] to extract text from files, and stores the data in ASCII [64] format for analysis. To extract the text data from the file, we use the command in Appendix A to loop through all PDF files in a chosen directory, extract the plaintext from them, and save them in an adjacent directory as .txt files with the same filename as their PDF counterparts.

The next section and its subsections detail the three algorithms PROF uses to identify keywords and relationships within the corpus. Figure 8 details the portion of the overarching PROF flowchart in Figure 5 that is applicable to these algorithms.

### 3.3.2 Topic Identification

In this section we discuss Step Two of the PROF algorithm and the different techniques used to identify topics and relationships.
3.3.2.1 Whitelisting

Through a pilot study, the Spacy Application Programming Interface (API) [65] was chosen as the NLP engine of choice to perform the tokenization, lemmatization, and frequency analysis process of the PROF algorithm. This pilot study also aided in decision making about the text extraction tool, Apache Tika [62], which NLP tools to use, as well as the Neo4j [66] graph database [63].

To identify possible topic candidates for inclusion in the TM and KSAT, PROF uses the Spacy API [65] to tokenize and lemmatize the text and find the one-hundred most common noun chunks in the document that are then stripped of preceding stopwords such as “the, a, this, each”. The noun chunks then become topic candidates and are stored with their frequency in the document.

A human-generated whitelist of topics is loaded into a data structure to identify the topic candidates that are to be accepted as topic nodes. This whitelist consists of the lesson objectives of the course, pared down to one or multiple nouns or phrases that best describe that objective. These different nouns and chunks are concatenated, separated by slashes, and the incidence of any of the items in the list is counted under...
By formatting the whitelist in this manner, PROF identifies topics in a document that may not otherwise be contextualized. This context issue is noted in initial research with the PROF algorithm, and is due to pronouns, synonyms, or abbreviations used throughout content to refer to a topic that are unrecognizable by a computer [63]. The formatting method in the whitelist helps to address this issue.

After creating a data structure of these whitelisted keywords and their aliases, PROF checks if each of the topic candidates identified by Spacy is present in the whitelist. The strings from the topic candidates data structure that are whitelisted are stored along with their frequency in a newly formed data structure.

Following the creation of a list of accurate topics and relationships, step 3 stores a tuple list of topics that each ingested file contains and the frequency of each topic in the file. The identified topics from each file and their frequency creates a tuple (Figure 9).

\[(file, (topic_1, frequency), ...(topic_n, frequency))\]

Figure 9: Tuple format created in Step 3 of PROF Methodology

### 3.3.2.2 LDA

The second PROF algorithm uses Latent-Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to identify topics within a corpus of documents, with each topic consisting of a number of words or phrases. LDA was chosen over other topic generation algorithms as it tends to be more accurate than Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) or Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA). LDA associates a probability to each word within each topic. These are the probabilities that a topic generated the word. Within Python, the Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) and Gensim libraries provided a means for performing
LDA across a corpus. For each document provided, PROF extracts the noun chunks within the documents, then removes the stopwords and lemmatizes the remaining chunks as a way to standardize across the corpus. PROF then creates a data structure containing these strings.

PROF then uses the Gensim [67] corpora to create a dictionary from the tokens and vectorize this dictionary. The LDA model can be created from this matrix. PROF sets the model to query for twenty topics, and runs the model over the corpus twenty times.

Once PROF has generated the model, the algorithm iterates through the generated topics and lists the top five words associated with each topic. These words are stored and used to create the TM.

3.3.2.3 LDA with ConceptNet

In using LDA to identify topics, the naming of LDA-identified topics that matched closely to SME-identified topics was important. A lexical database is used to name topics by leveraging the LDA-generated topics that consist of a set of words and a probability that the topic generates that word. A lexical database can use this information to create a relevant name for that topic.

One of the most difficult pieces of implementing ConceptNet was the creation of a local version that could be queried without limit, as the disk space and RAM needed to decompress the data was very large. The build process required thirteen hours on an Ubuntu 16.04 Xenial virtual machine with 64 GB of RAM, 16 processors, and 300 GB of disk space. Once built, PROF queries the local version using a modified version of a Python class built to interact with the web API [68].

The algorithm takes the LDA-identified topics and finds the terms within the set of five words per topic that are most closely related. These pairs are the name for
topics in the TM being created.

PROF performs queries to find the relatedness of the different topics identified above. These four scores are averaged to find an overall topic relatedness for each topic when compared to each other topic. For example, if Topic One has words A and B and Topic Two has words C and D, the four queries would be comparing A and C, A and D, B and C, and B and D. These four scores would then be averaged to find a relatedness score for Topic One and Topic Two.

### 3.3.3 Create Relationships

In this section we discuss Step Three of the PROF algorithm.

![Figure 10: PROF Step 3 Flow Chart](image)

#### 3.3.3.1 Whitelisting Relationship Generation

After storing this data for each file produced by the whitelisting process, PROF loads the content, topics, and their relationships into a graph database. Neo4j uses the Cypher Query Language (CQL) to query and interact with the database.
To load nodes into the database, PROF iterates through the matched topics data structure and queries the database for each topic. A CQL Create statement is written to create a new topic node to link the content node to if the topic is not present in the structure. If the topic is already present, a CQL Create statement is written to link the document node to it.

In the process above, PROF calls a method for checking if a node already exists within the database. This method has parameters of the topic name and the Neo4j driver. It creates a query to match the topic based on its name, and returns the output of a CQL Match query execute command.

PROF calls another method to execute a CQL Match statement. This code takes in the graph driver and a created CQL Match statement, then executes the Match command and tests whether a record object is returned by the database. The method then returns a boolean value for this query.

To connect the topic nodes to one another, PROF queries the database and performs a CQL Merge statement. This statement finds two distinct topics that are referenced by the same content item. Once found, a new relationship is created between the two expressing their co-location in a document. While the relationship is undirected for our purposes, Neo4j cannot create undirected relationships. Therefore, in the CQL statement the created relationship is directed from the topic node with more instances within the corpus as a whole to the topic node with less.

### 3.3.3.2 LDA Relationship Generation

This algorithm uses the first word of each subtopic identified by the LDA algorithm as the central topic node and creates topic nodes for each of the following four words linked to this central topic node. If a word’s node already exists on the TM, this existing node is used, thus creating a TM that is connected between LDA-generated
3.3.3.3 LDA with ConceptNet Relationship Generation

In the LDA with ConceptNet algorithm, once all topics have a relatedness score against each other, these scores are averaged to create a mean relatedness value between topics. This value is then used to identify relationships between topic names. Each topic pair with a relatedness value above the average is stored and a relationship is created between the topics in the TM.

3.3.4 Establish Learning Paths

In this section we discuss Step Four of the PROF algorithm, which establishes learning paths with a user-generated schedule document to transform a TM into a KSAT.

![Figure 11: PROF Step 4 Flow Chart](image)

To adapt TMs to KSATs, PROF required more context to create and link lesson nodes to content nodes, direct the graph, and identify learning paths in the course. An additional file is created by the user and input to PROF to provide this context. This file serves as a schedule document that links each lesson or module in the course with the content assigned during that lesson. The file consists of lines with the lesson
or module number comma separated with the filename of content assigned in that lesson (Figure 12).

*Lesson Number, Filename of Content Item*

Figure 12: Schedule entry format for KSAT Creation in PROF Methodology

With this schedule format, every assigned content item in a course can be mapped to a specific lesson or module. A lesson that assigns multiple content items is represented by multiple lines with that lesson number and the different filenames assigned for that lesson. PROF loops through each line of the schedule file and first creates a node for each lesson in the course, linked together to show the path of the course. For example, Lesson node 1 connects to Lesson node 2, which connects to Lesson node 3, and so on. The code which executes this process is shown in Appendix C.

After creating and linking the lesson nodes, PROF iterates through the document once again to link the lesson nodes to the content nodes. Given that that content nodes are already created and present in the graph database, a match statement is executed to perform this action.

To create links in the KSAT directly from Lesson nodes to Topic nodes, a final CQL statement must be executed. This statement not only creates this connection, but also allows for the KSAT to appear much less cluttered when the database is queried. The CQL query to execute this connection is shown in Appendix D. This displays the KSAT and researchers examine it to identify different learning paths in the course. If different learning paths are identified, a new schedule document can be created that splits these identified learning paths to show how a course could be modularized or shortened to allow students to reach their educational objectives.
3.3.5 Visualize

In this section we discuss Step Five of the PROF algorithm which visualizes the created TM or KSAT.

![PROF Step 5 Flow Chart](image)

Figure 13: PROF Step 5 Flow Chart

Visualizing the output of the PROF tool requires querying the Neo4j graph database to display the proper subset of the graph to display the TM. To visualize the TM in Neo4j, a simple CQL query to return all topic nodes can be executed. Listing III.1 shows this query.

```
MATCH (t:topic) RETURN t
```

Listing III.1: Neo4j CQL Query to visualize TM

A similar CQL query can be used to visualize a KSAT. Listing III.2 shows this query.

```
MATCH (l:Lesson) -[:ASSIGNS]->(c:content)
MATCH (c:content) -[:references]->(t:topic)
RETURN l,t
```

Listing III.2: Neo4j CQL Query to visualize a KSAT

3.3.6 Validation

In this section we discuss Step Six of the PROF algorithm as it pertains to TMs, including how the TMs are evaluated.
3.3.6.1 Topic Map Comparison

Following the creation of TMs with the different algorithms, TMs are compared against SME-Created TMs to assess their accuracy. Measures of success for the NLP method is topic recognition rate by PROF compared to topics present in the SME-Created TMs. This rate provides a general success level for the NLP and provide insight into whether future methods should increase the number of topic candidates per document in the whitelisting, more topics per corpus with LDA, or use a different NLP method if the topic identification rate is lower than expected. The topic recognition rate measures how many topics present in the SME-Created TM are identified by the PROF algorithm.

We will use the McClure method to compare PROF-Created TMs against the SME-Created TMs. This metric provides a numerical value in terms of similarity between the TMs. By providing PROF with a user-generated whitelist of all the topics present in the SME-Created TM, and performing the calculation across all similar nodes, the different PROF-Created TMs can be compared individually against the SME-Created TMs. The SME-Created TMs serve as a baseline for initial comparisons, and the changes in accuracy between different TMs provide insight into the merit of the NLP process used for a TM. By considering both the topic identification rate and the McClure similarity score, we can better assess the overall results of the different algorithms used and how each compares to the SME-Created TM.
3.3.6.2 KSAT Comparison

In this section we discuss Step Six of the PROF algorithm as it pertains to KSATs, specifically in identifying the possibility of alternate learning paths based on the clustering of topics and updating the schedule document to demonstrate these paths.

![PROF Step 6 Flow Chart for KSATs](image)

Figure 15: PROF Step 6 Flow Chart for KSATs

The courses used for the experiment are synchronous. Therefore SME-Created KSATs were not needed for comparison. Instead, the schedule document ingested by PROF creates a KSAT for the course in its current form. This KSAT can then be examined to identify different groupings of topic nodes that relate to one another. Topic groupings are different learning paths within the course. The distinction as to whether or not one grouping requires another as a prerequisite relies on the user having some background knowledge. However, the visualization of these groups can provide insight into how a course is structured and lower the need for knowledge to initially identify and separate these paths.

To demonstrate how to identify shorter learning paths, the case studies in this research are mapped into TMs and KSATs using the whitelisting algorithm. The KSATs will be inspected, and the schedule document will be altered and retested to implement multiple learning paths based on the clusters found within the original single-track KSAT. Students can follow these different paths to target specific outcomes at a potentially faster rate than by completing the entire course.
3.4 Conclusion

This chapter details the research methodology, the PROF algorithm, and the different tools and techniques PROF leverages in each step. We also propose a methodology for validating the TMs and KSATs PROF produces.

Next chapter, we examine the output TMs for each of the courses and algorithms, the original and, if applicable, modified KSATs created for each course. We will also compare the TMs to the SME-Created TMs and discuss the case studies’ performance.
IV. Results and Analysis

4.1 Preamble

This research consists of creating a Topic Map (TM) and Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Tree (KSAT) for each course using the Pedagogical Resource Organization Framework (PROF) whitelisting, Latent-Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and LDA with ConceptNet naming algorithms. We then compare the TMs to those created by a Subject-Matter Expert (SME) to judge their accuracy. We will also compare the values for TMs for the same case study with different algorithms to find initial conclusions about which algorithm is more efficient. Four case studies were included in the experiment, including two education courses hosted at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), and two Air Force training courses. The first two courses tested are the Computer Science and Computer Engineering (CSCE) 660 course and the Network Warfare Bridge Course (NWBC). The pilot study tested these courses and the results guided the initial research [63]. This research includes those two courses. The other two courses are the Systems Engineering (SENG) 593 and Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE). We compare the results of these courses against one another to attempt to find differences in the effectiveness of the methodologies on training courses versus education courses. Each TM will be evaluated and scored against the SME-Created TM, and the KSATs will be altered to show different learning paths that may be present in the course. The output of the experiment will be three TMs and scores for each course, and a baseline KSAT, and an altered KSAT, if applicable. The research found that the topic identification rate and McClure score was highest across all case studies when using the whitelisting algorithm for all but one instance where the McClure score for the LDA TM was higher. Additionally, the LDA algorithm with ConceptNet performed the poorest in these two metrics for
all case studies. These findings suggest that as human interaction in TM creation decreases, so too does topic identification and accuracy of the TM. We also found additional learning paths in two of the case studies. These learning paths seem to be viable methods for modularizing course content.

Next section, we discuss the limitations of the results of this research. Then, the resultant TMs of the research, split by case study. After all case studies have been presented and interpreted individually, we will analyze the results as a whole.

4.2 Limitations

The following limitations should be considered when analyzing and generalizing the results of the experiment.

1. With SME-generated TMs, there is an inherent bias introduced, and a single SME may present a solution in a set of possible solutions. This experiment only tests the algorithm’s ability to match the SME’s opinion and not necessarily the algorithm’s ability to produce an effective TM.

2. For the CSCE 660 case study, pruning of the SME-generated TM was required to remove topic nodes not present in the documentation, as the documentation had changed since the SME-generated TM was created. This is the only instance of pruning in the experiment but may skew the results for that case study.

3. The McClure similarity metric for comparing TMs does not directly penalize a TM for possessing more nodes and relationships than the SME-generated TM. Thus TMs with more nodes and relationships are more likely to have a similarity score using this metric.
4.3 Case Studies

The next four subsections will present the results of each case study and discuss the results for topic identification rate and McClure score for each TM.

4.3.1 CSCE 660

The first case study tested with the PROF algorithm was CSCE 660 Mobile and SCADA Security Course. This course is a graduate-level course at the Air Force Institute of Technology. A SME created a TM for this course in previous research, and the topics in the SME-Created map were used as a baseline for topic recognition measurement.

The SME-Created TM for the course was not based directly off of assigned course readings and material. It was created from relevant topics within and adjacent to the course which may not be explicitly stated in readings or may be tangential to the course, not all of the nodes in the SME-Created TM were present in course text. Of the 121 topics included in the SME-Created TM, only 74 were directly mentioned in the text of the course readings. Because the PROF algorithm and NLP could not account for these differences, the SME-Created TM was adjusted to remove nodes not present in the course documents, and their relationships were bridged across the missing nodes. For example, if Topic A was connected to Topic B, and Topic B was connected to Topic C, but Topic B was not present in the course readings, Topic B was removed, and Topic A was connected to Topic C. The adjusted TM is shown in Figure 16.

\footnote{Dr. Tim Lacey was the professor of this course for the version the Topic Map modeled}
4.3.1.1 Whitelisting

After applying the PROF-whitelisting algorithm on the CSCE 660 Course content, it identified 46% (34 of 74) topics found in the SME-Created TM. This data was then used to connect topic nodes based on their relationships within the course text. Figure 17 is the TM created by the PROF whitelisting algorithm.
Figure 17: PROF Whitelisting Topic Map for CSCE 660 Course

4.3.1.2 LDA

Figure 18 is the PROF-LDA algorithm TM created for the CSCE 660 course.
4.3.1.3 LDA with ConceptNet

Figure 19 is the TM the PROF-LDA with ConceptNet algorithm created for the CSCE 660 course.
For this case study, the SME-created TM was created for a previous version and needed to be amended to ensure it only contained topics mentioned within the course’s text. While this gave every algorithm an opportunity to identify 100% of topics, the lower than expected level of topic identification is due to the low number of topic references in the course text. As most files in this case study were academic papers, there was not an emphasis on repeating or emphasizing topics throughout the course like in a textbook that has multiple chapters read throughout the length of the course; this causes a lower topic identification rate for the algorithms. The amending of the SME-created TM also may have caused issues by not containing some relationships, thus impacting the McClure score.
4.3.1.4 KSAT

Figure 20 is the initial KSAT created for the CSCE 660 Course.

The KSAT was visually examined, and three different clusters of topics were identified. These are the topics linked to lessons one through four, on the left hand side of the KSAT, the topics linked to lessons five through nine, on the bottom of the KSAT, and finally those linked to lessons ten through fourteen, on the right side of the KSAT. The updated KSAT (Figure 21) for the course with these three learning paths split, all beginning from lesson one and moving outwards from the central lesson node.
4.3.2 SENG 593

The SENG 593 Agile Software Systems Engineering Course is a graduate-level course hosted at the Air Force Institute of Technology. The SENG 593 Course consists of 84 files, including HTML, PDF, Microsoft Word, and Microsoft PowerPoint file types. A SME\(^2\) created a TM for the course, shown in Figure 22.

\(^2\)Dr. Mark Reith, a curator and designer of the course, is the SME referenced here.
4.3.2.1 Whitelisting

The PROF whitelisting algorithm identified 81% (29 of 36) of the topic nodes found in the SME-Created TM. PROF also output a TM for the course, shown in Figure 23.
The SENG 593 Course TM (Figure 23) contains less than one connection per node, less than those shown in Figure 17, Figure 27, and Figure 33. We hypothesize that this is due to a much larger number of files being present in the course material. The type of material included in this course includes academic articles and textbook excerpts and course slides which normally include a lecture. Including lecture with slides makes it difficult for PROF to recognize the different topics being emphasized.
in the presentation because the main topic is semantically similar to the tangential topics in the lesson. An additional issue is the query PROF uses to link topics together. This query is meant to be non-greedy in that it queries for topics with only one document referencing them first in an attempt to prevent an overload of connections in the TM. Because the documentation of the SENG 593 course contains so many references to the topics throughout the content items, the query does not perform as well in identifying and creating relationships as it does with the other case studies. These other case studies are much more segregated in terms of each content item invoking a small set of topics without much overlap between course readings.

4.3.2.2 Latent-Dirichlet Allocation

Figure 24 illustrates the TM generated for the SENG 593 course, the other educational course case study, by the PROF LDA algorithm.
4.3.2.3 LDA with ConceptNet

Figure 25 details the TM created by the PROF LDA algorithm with ConceptNet for the SENG 593 course.
The SENG 503 case study is the second educational course and has different results than the CSCE 660 case. This may be due to the nature of the SME-Created TM; it was created for this iteration of the course, contains concise topics, and a text corpus that is large with direct references to topics. These reasons are cause for a high rate of topic identification not only in the whitelisting algorithm, but the LDA and LDA with ConceptNet naming algorithms as well. The latter two algorithms may have performed well for this course because the SME-identified topics consisted of single words or short phrases, making them more identifiable in the text for the Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and fitting for the LDA algorithm. This makes LDA more likely to match the SME topics in both generic and ConceptNet naming compared to more specific listing. As for the McClure score, the reasons above for the topic identification success can be attributed to an increased score, as well as
the layout of the SME-Created TM, which had more direct relationships between key course concepts than other SME-Created TMs.

4.3.2.4 KSAT

Figure 26 shows the KSAT for created for the SENG 593 course.

Figure 26: PROF Whitelisting KSAT for SENG 593

The reasons cited above demonstrate why the SENG 593 case study may have performed so well in the topic identification rates and McClure score compared to the other case studies. These characteristics, topics that are present throughout course documents and a fewer number of lessons (seven compared to fourteen for CSCE 660 and 20 for NWBC), led to no obvious distinct clusters of nodes for the SENG 593 course. Because no clusters were found, an updated KSAT was not created.
4.3.3 NWBC

The first training course case study is the NWBC. This training course consisted of numerous study guides, course briefings, exercises, and readings. PROF’s whitelisting algorithm identified 51% (68 of 133) of topics in the SME-Created TM for the NWBC.

4.3.3.1 Whitelisting

PROF used this data to produce a TM for the course (Figure 27).
Figure 27: PROF Whitelisting Topic Map for NWBC
4.3.3.2 LDA

Figure 28 is the TM created by the PROF LDA algorithm for the NWBC.

![PROF LDA-algorithm TM for the NWBC](image)

Figure 28: PROF LDA-algorithm TM for the NWBC

4.3.3.3 LDA with ConceptNet

Figure 29 is the TM created for the NWBC using the PROF LDA with ConceptNet algorithm.
The first of two training course case studies, the NWBC produced higher results in both topic identification rate and McClure score compared to the MBSE. The topic identification rate is most likely due to the training documents provided in the corpus for the course. These documents are essentially study guides, iterating lesson objectives at the beginning and emphasizing key nouns and phrases, SME-identified topics, throughout their body. This leads to a higher identification rate. However, the McClure score for this course is lower than both education courses for the whitelisting algorithm. This is due to a large number (greater than one-hundred) of topics in the SME-Created TM for this course. This high number of topics may lead to a lower likelihood that two topics will have a relationship, thus driving down the McClure score. While it has a lower score in the whitelisting algorithm, however, it retains its score throughout the three rather well. This is because the topics and relationships identified by the whitelisting algorithm are more concisely named and more prevalent.
in course documents, giving LDA and ConceptNet a higher likelihood of identifying them and PROF a higher likelihood of creating those relationships.

### 4.3.3.4 KSAT

Figure 30 is the KSAT for the NWBC.

![Figure 30: PROF Whitelisting KSAT for NWBC](image)

In the NWBC, even more learning paths were identified. These five paths consist of the first lesson as a standalone, lessons two through eight, in the left and bottom left of the KSAT, lessons nine through thirteen, in the bottom middle of the KSAT, lessons fourteen through eighteen, in the bottom right and right of the KSAT, and finally lesson nineteen as a standalone. Lesson twenty does not link directly to any topics in the KSAT and is not considered its own learning path. Figure 31 is the updated KSAT for this course, with each learning path moving away from the lesson one node in the center.
Figure 31: Updated KSAT for the NWBC with 5 learning paths
4.3.4 MBSE Course

The Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) Course, a technical short course hosted at the Air Force Institute of Technology, is the final case study. Figure 32 shows the SME-Created TM, created by Dr. Thomas Ford, for the MBSE Course.
Figure 32: SME-Created TM for MBSE Course
4.3.4.1 Whitelisting

The PROF whitelisting algorithm processed the data files used to teach the MBSE course and produced a TM, as shown in Figure 33.
Figure 33: PROF Whitelisting TM for the MBSE Course
4.3.4.2 LDA

The final TM created by the PROF LDA algorithm is for the MBSE course, shown in Figure 34.

![Figure 34: PROF LDA-algorithm TM for the MBSE](image)

4.3.4.3 LDA with ConceptNet

Finally, Figure 35 shows the TM created by this algorithm for the MBSE Course.
The third education course and final case study, the MBSE produced the lowest results of the four cases for all three algorithms. There are several reasons for these results, the first of which is the course corpus. This corpus contained a similar amount of material to the other case studies, but consisted of PowerPoint slides and exercises, these do not provide a high likelihood for topic identification compared to the other educational course’s textbooks and papers and the NWBC’s study guides. These slides and exercises require teacher lecture and guidance, and most likely do not contain all the information for each lesson within its text. Additionally, the SME-Created TM for this course was large and very detailed. The size of the TM gave an opportunity for a higher topic identification rate, but created a low ceiling for the course’s McClure score due to the high number of connections and nodes.
4.3.4.4 KSAT

Figure 36 is the KSAT created for the MBSE.

While Figure 36 does contain different groupings of nodes, there are not enough distinct nodes identified to constitute separate learning paths. Many of the nodes in the KSAT are connected to three or more lessons or multiple non-consecutive nodes. In a short training course such as this which only has eight lesson nodes, a node connected to three or more could justify a distinct learning path, but there is no clear separation between these groupings. The individual topics in the clusters in the upper and lower left and lower right are referenced by different lessons than others in their own clusters. These clusters are difficult to separate into a distinct learning path.
4.4 Topic Map Analysis

The first form of analysis that we will explore is the topic identification rate of the different NLP techniques used in the PROF algorithm compared to those included in the SME-Created TMs and course lesson objectives. Table 2 shows the topic identification percentage of each PROF algorithm for each course in the experiment.

Table 2: Topic Identification rate for PROF algorithms against SME-TMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Whitelisting</th>
<th>LDA</th>
<th>LDA with ConceptNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSCE 660</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENG 593</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
<td>27.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWBC</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBSE</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown, the rate of identification is highest for the whitelisting algorithm. The algorithm with the next highest rate of topic identification for a majority of the courses is the LDA algorithm, followed by the LDA algorithm with ConceptNet naming as the algorithm with the lowest topic identification rate of the three.

The whitelisting algorithm has the highest topic identification rate. The whitelist contains every topic included in the SME-Created TMs. The reason why the whitelisting algorithm is unable to capture 100% of the topics is due to the text extraction and NLP method used to find the most common nouns and noun chunks. The NLP process does not include all noun chunks and therefore possibly does not include all whitelisted topics present in the text within the listing of topic candidates. Similarly, the SME-identified topics may not exist in the same naming convention within the text, or may only be explicitly referenced a few times.
The LDA algorithm produces topics made up of words that are most likely to be produced by that topic. In generating 20 topics for the corpus of documents, there is a possibility for the algorithm to produce 100 distinct topics. This gives a smaller number of topics identified by the LDA algorithm than by the whitelisting algorithm, but all topics identified by the LDA process are added to the TM. To qualify, these topics need to match the SME-Created topics, but cannot be extended to multiple topics on the SME-Created TM. LDA may identify more general topics that are more frequent in the text but may not identify the topics identified in the SME-Created TM that are more specific and mentioned less in the text.

Finally, the LDA and ConceptNet combined algorithm produced the lowest rate of topic identification. The ConceptNet naming process laid out in Chapter III relies on the data available within the ConceptNet system and chooses the two words within each topic most closely related. While this creates a topic name which is possibly more specific than that of the LDA algorithm on its own, it does not create a name that matches to human-created topics like those in the SME-Created TMs. Due to these discrepancies, the LDA and ConceptNet combined algorithm tested produced the lowest rates of topic identification for any of the algorithms tested in the experiment.

The topic identification rate data (Table 2) begins to answer the second investigative question of “How much can we improve topic generation from introducing modern ontological techniques?”. In this case, our hypothesis was that LDA would be able to identify similar topics to those identified in the SME TM, However, identification rates did not improve.

The next metric used to evaluate the TMs created by the different stages of the PROF methodology is the McClure graph comparison equation covered in Chapter II. This metric was used to evaluate the different TMs created by each version of PROF for each course with the SME-Created TM used as a baseline. Table 3 shows the
results of this method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Whitelisting</th>
<th>LDA</th>
<th>LDA with ConceptNet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSCE 660</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENG 593</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWBC</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBSE</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The McClure scoring method gives an opportunity to compare like nodes between the SME-Created and PROF-Created TMs. Similar to the topic identification rates between the three algorithms, the highest scoring algorithm was whitelisting, followed by LDA, then LDA with ConceptNet naming. However, there is a higher level of difference between how each course’s scores differ per algorithm compared to a consistent decline between all courses in the topic identification rates.

The data in Table 3 answers our first investigative question posed in Chapter I: How closely can computational semantic processing generate a topic map compared with a SME developed one? According to the McClure method, this process can produce a TM with an accuracy between zero and fourteen percent.

The data in Table 2 and Table 3 show the tradeoff between the user input present in the whitelisting algorithm compared to the other two algorithms. While not statistically significant, the data returned by these four studies provides a case for further testing. It seems as though as the time spent by a human to aid in the creation of a TM decreases, the quality of the TM when compared to the SME-created TM also decreases.

The whitelisting algorithm performed greatest among the three different algo-
gorithms in both topic identification rate and McClure score. This may mean that the trade of requiring some user time and intervention to create the whitelist may be worth the additional accuracy when creating TMs for a course.

4.5 KSAT Analysis

The KSATs created in the course of this research are transformed version of the TMs created by the whitelisting algorithm. The nodes of the KSATs, similar to the TMs, needed to be manually moved to their position to allow for better readability and clarity to the reader.

For each of the four case studies, a KSAT was created and positioned. It was then visualized and different clusters of nodes, if present, became visible. Table 4 shows the number of learning paths present in each case study’s original and, if applicable, altered KSAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial Course</th>
<th>Modularized Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSCE 660</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWBC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENG 593</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBSE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While only two of the case studies were able to be altered to create an update KSAT, the results are still promising. It is expected that not every course displays distinct learning paths. The goal of the KSAT is to evaluate courses to update, and to visualize alternate learning paths present in a course, if applicable.

Regarding the research question: “To what extent can we automate the creation
of a KSAT for a course?”, the results of this research automates the process except for gathering content, creating a whitelist, and creating a syllabus. While the amount of time and effort to gather content can vary widely, the time required to create a whitelist and syllabus is less than half an hour based on the researcher’s experience with each of the case studies.

4.6 Conclusion

The experiment results demonstrate that PROF generates TMs and KSATs with minimal user intervention. While the results are not statistically significant, they provide a baseline where future research can improve topic generation, connection process, and visualization of topics.
V. Conclusions

5.1 Conclusions of Research

The experiment provided data through these four case studies that answers the investigative questions laid out in Chapter I.

The data in Table 2 and Table 3 give insight to the first research question as to how close computational semantic analysis generates a TM compared to a SME-created standard. The whitelisting algorithm provided the most accurate TMs, followed by the LDA algorithm, followed by the LDA algorithm with ConceptNet naming. While the accuracy of this process is not as high as expected, the process provides a technical proof of concept for future research and algorithms to be implemented and tested.

The results also provide insight to the second investigative question. The hypothesis suggested the addition of an ontological technique such as ConceptNet would improve the topic identification rate, but this was not the case as topic identification rate decreased when ConceptNet was introduced.

Finally, the third investigative question was answered and can be further explored in future research. In terms of automating the process of creating a KSAT, this research shows a process for creating a KSAT for a course given only a whitelist of topics and a schedule. The PROF algorithm automates a large portion of this process.

5.2 Significance of Research

This research provides a technical proof of concept for automating the creation of a Topic Map (TM) and Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Tree (KSAT) for an education or training course. The PROF tool is a method for assessing courses in an attempt to find shorter learning paths present in current Air Force training and education.
These courses can be adapted to self-guided learning and asynchronous environments and altered to more efficiently and effectively educate Airmen.

5.3 Future Work

Future work with this methodology and the algorithms within can take several paths, as well as the application of this process onto other research areas. These paths are as follows:

- Testing additional Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods for topic recognition in the PROF tool and improving on the ConceptNet naming algorithm.

- Optimizing code in the PROF algorithms to perform more efficiently. The code in its current state is viable for a small corpus, but a larger data set may take much longer to process and may use an unnecessary amount of memory.

- Implementing alternative ways to create relationships between topic nodes in the TMs and KSATs and testing for improvement against the data produced in this research.

- Testing additional training and education courses, to include undergraduate and high-school courses to compare topic identification rates in those courses compared to graduate-level courses.

- Building and improving the visualization portion of the PROF algorithm. Creating an interface of some type that automatically separates nodes and adding a method for optionally showing only a smaller subset of relationships between nodes.

- Applying the PROF algorithm to larger and unstructured data sets to attempt to draw out topics and create a TM of broader topics from a less coupled corpus.
• In future work, modified KSATs can be evaluated by SMEs and used to create and edit courses and corpora tested by the PROF tool.

5.4 Summary

This research attempted to define a methodology to better educate, train, and equip the cyber Airman to engage the adversary in multi-domain missions by having access to cutting edge content. The experiment created a methodology and technical proof of concept for automatically creating TMs and semi-automatically creating KSATs and testing this methodology and multiple algorithms against case studies and analyzing the output. The first outputs were three TMs for each of the four courses, with each TM created using a different algorithm. These TMs were compared against SME-Created TMs to test each algorithm’s ability to create accurate TMs. While the algorithm that required the most user input was the most successful, the research shows that the process can be fully automated for the other two algorithms. The second experimental output created the KSATs for each course and, if applicable, an updated KSAT for the course visualizing distinct learning paths within the course. These updated KSATs can be used to edit, update, and create new courses to better educate, train, and equip the cyber Airman. While the results shown in this research do not have the statistical significance to draw conclusions, the technical proof of concept and anecdotal evidence shows how semantic analysis and natural language processing can be used to fully automate the process of creating TMs and partially automate the process of creating KSATs.
Appendix A. TIKA Command

for /F %i in ('dir /b *.*') do java -jar tika-app-1.21.jar -t %i
    >../TIKA_Guides/%i.txt

Figure 37: Command to extract text from files in a directory
def main():
    # Database Credentials
    uri = "bolt://localhost:7687"
    username = "neo4j"
    password = "password"

    # Connect to the neo4j database server
    graphDB_Driver = GraphDatabase.driver(uri, auth=(username, password))
    relevant_docs = easygui.fileopenbox(msg="Choose files to upload", title="File Upload", filetypes="*.txt", multiple=True, default=':~/Users/jorner/Desktop/NWBC−Study Guides/"

    tokenizer = RegexpTokenizer(r’\w+’)  
    nlp = spacy.load(’en_core_web_sm’)  

    choice = easygui.choicebox(msg="Which algorithm should be run?", title="Alg Choice", choices=["Whitelist", "LDA", "LDACN"])

    sw = stopwords.words("english")
    p_stemmer = PorterStemmer()

    if choice != "LDA" and choice != "LDACN":  
        whitelist = easygui.fileopenbox("Whitelist", "Whitelist Topics File", filetypes="*.txt", default='C:/Users/jorner/PycharmProject/Thesis/NWBC/Study Guides/Control/topics.txt")

    for f in relevant_docs:
        with open(f, ’r’) as file:
            print(”Start:”, f)  
            filename = os.path.basename(file.name).split(’.’)
            doc = nlp(file.read())

Appendix B. PROF Code
if choice == "Whitelist":
    find_topics_whitelist(graphDB_Driver, doc, filename, whitelist)

    topic_on_topic_connections(graphDB_Driver)
else:
    texts = []

    for f in relevant_docs:
        with open(f, 'r') as file:
            # print("Start:", f)
            filename = os.path.basename(file.name).split('.')

            doc = nlp(file.read())

            noun_chunks_full = []
            topic_candidates = []

            for piece in doc.noun_chunks:
                noun_chunks_full.append(piece.text.lower().translate(str.maketrans('', '', string.punctuation)))

            for noun_chunk in noun_chunks_full:
                if "the " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = noun_chunk[0][4:]
                elif "a " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = noun_chunk[0][2:]
                elif "an " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = noun_chunk[0][3:]
                elif "to " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = noun_chunk[0][3:]
                elif "this " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = noun_chunk[0][4:]
                elif "each " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = noun_chunk[0][4:]
                elif "our " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = noun_chunk[0][3:]
                elif "their " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = noun_chunk[0][5:]
                elif "unclassified " in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = ""
                elif "\n" in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = ""
                elif "s" in noun_chunk:
                    candidate = ""
                else:
                    candidate = noun_chunk

                if len(candidate) > 0:
                    topic_candidates.append(candidate)

            topic_candidates = [i for i in topic_candidates if i not in sw]

            topic_candidates = [i for i in topic_candidates if not i.isdigit()]
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topic_candidates = [i for i in topic_candidates if i.isalnum()]

with open('D:/Users/jorner/PycharmProjects/Thesis/LDAStopwords.txt') as stopword_file:
    customStopwords = stopword_file.read().split('
')

    if i not in customStopwords:
        topic_candidates = [get_lemma(topic_candidate) for topic_candidate in topic_candidates]

    texts.append(topic_candidates)

    dictionary = corpora.Dictionary(texts)

    corpus = [dictionary.doc2bow(text) for text in texts]

    lda = gensim.models.ldamodel.LdaModel(corpus=corpus, id2word=dictionary, chunksize=2000, alpha='auto', eta='auto', iterations=400, num_topics=20, passes=20, eval_every=None)

    lda_top_topics = lda.top_topics(corpus, topn=5)

    temp = []
    for topic_set in lda_top_topics:
        temp.append([topic[0] for topic in topic_set])

    topics = []
    for word_set in temp:
        topic = []
        for word in word_set:
            topic.append(word[1])

        topics.append(topic)

    if choice == "LDA":
        lda_graph_database_load(graphDB_Driver, topics)
    else:
        topic_set = topics

        conceptNetTest = conceptNet()
        score_matrix = []
        topic_name = ""
        topics = []

        separated_topics = []
        for topic in topic_set:
            score_bracket = []

            separated_name = ""
total_score = 0
max_score = -1
# Step through 5 word LDA topic arrays
for i in range(0, len(topic) - 1):
    for j in range(i + 1, len(topic)):
        # Query for relatedness score of words in ConceptNet
        relatedness_score = conceptNetTest.termsRelatedness(topic[i], topic[j], True)
        # If max score, save topic strings
        if relatedness_score > max_score:
            if topic[i] + " " + topic[j] not in topics and topic[j] + " " + topic[i] not in topics:
                if topic[i] in topic[j]:
                    topic_name = topic[j] + ""
                    separated_name = topic[j], ""
                elif topic[j] in topic[i]:
                    topic_name = topic[i] + ""
                    separated_name = topic[i], ""
                else:
                    topic_name = topic[i] + " " +
                    separated_name = topic[i],
                    topic[j]
            max_score = relatedness_score
        score_bracket.append(relatedness_score)
        total_score += relatedness_score

        topics.append(topic_name)
        separated_topics.append(separated_name)
        score_matrix.append(score_bracket)

        temp = []
        for topic in separated_topics:
            if len(topic) != 2:
                temp.append(topic)
            else:
                for word in topic:
                    temp.append(word)

        # Create a matrix of each topic name and its relatedness to the other topic names
        second_set = 2
        topic_name_similarity_matrix = []
        i = 2
        for pair in separated_topics:
            for half in pair:
                for word in temp[i - 1:]:
                    topic_name_similarity_matrix.append((half, word, conceptNetTest.termsRelatedness(half, word, False)))
                i += 2

        # Average relatedness scores of AC, AD, BC, BD
        averageScores = []
averageScoresFull = []
first = 0
second = 38
breaker = 38
total = 38

while second < len(topic_name_similarity_matrix):
scoreA = topic_name_similarity_matrix[first][2]
scoreB = topic_name_similarity_matrix[second][2]
scoreC = topic_name_similarity_matrix[first + 1][2]
scoreD = topic_name_similarity_matrix[second + 1][2]

averageScore = (scoreA + scoreB + scoreC + scoreD) / 4
averageScores.append(averageScore)
averageScoresFull.append((averageScore, topic_name_similarity_matrix[first][0], topic_name_similarity_matrix[second][0], topic_name_similarity_matrix[first + 1][1], topic_name_similarity_matrix[second + 1][1]))

first += 2
second += 2
if first == total:
    first += breaker
    total += breaker
    breaker -= 2
    second += breaker
    total += breaker

total = 0
for score in averageScores:
total += score
avg = total / len(averageScores)

# Create a list of ((topic1, topic2), (topic2, topic3)) where a pair of topics have a relationship with each other
final_topics = []

for i in range(0, len(averageScoresFull)):
    if averageScores[i] > avg:
        topic1 = averageScoresFull[i][1] + " " + averageScoresFull[i][2]
        topic2 = averageScoresFull[i][3] + " " + averageScoresFull[i][4]

        if topic1.endswith('
'):
            final_topics.append((topic1[:-1], topic2))
        elif topic1[0].startswith('
'):
            final_topics.append((topic1[1:], topic2))
        elif topic2[-1].endswith('
'):
            final_topics.append((topic1, topic2[:-1]))
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elif topic2[1].startswith(' '):
    final_topics.append((topic1, topic2[1:]))
else:
    final_topics.append((topic1, topic2))

lda_conceptnet_graph_database_load(graphDB_Driver, topics)
lda_conceptnet_graph_database_connect(graphDB_Driver, final_topics)

def lda_graph_database_load(graphDB_Driver, topics):
    cqlCreate = "CREATE (c:content { name: \"" + \"" + \"\})"
    cqlCreate = cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)

    root_index = 1
    topic = ""
    number = ""
    exists = False

    for topic in topics:
        word = ""
        exists = check_new_node(topic, graphDB_Driver)
        if exists:
            merge_existing_nodes_lda(graphDB_Driver, topic)
        else:
            cqlCreate = "CREATE (t:topic { name: \"" + word + \"\", number: 0, reference_number: 0, \" "
             "relate_num: 0})"
            # print(cqlCreate)
            cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)
            merge_existing_nodes_lda(graphDB_Driver, topic)

def lda_conceptnet_graph_database_load(graphDB_Driver, topics):
    cqlCreate = "CREATE (c:content { name: \"" + \"" + \"\})"
    cqlCreate = cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)

    for topic in topics:
        exists = check_new_node(topic, graphDB_Driver)
        if exists:
            merge_existing_nodes_lda(graphDB_Driver, topic)
        else:
            cqlCreate = "CREATE (t:topic { name: \"" + topic + \" \n", number: 0, reference_number: 0, \" "
             "relate_num: 0})"
            cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)

def lda_conceptnet_graph_database_connect(graphDB_Driver, topic_pairs):
    for topic_pair in topic_pairs:
firstexists = check_if_new_node(topic_pair[0], graphDB_Driver)
secondexists = check_if_new_node(topic_pair[1], graphDB_Driver)
if firstexists and secondexists:
    merge_existing_nodes_lda(graphDB_Driver, topic_pair[0], topic_pair[1])
else:
    print("connect missing1", topic_pair[0], topic_pair[1])
    cqlCreate = "CREATE (t:topic { name: \"" + topic_pair[1] + \\n"relate_num: 0})\"
    cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)
    merge_existing_nodes_lda(graphDB_Driver, topic_pair[0], topic_pair[1])
    else:
        print("connect missing2", topic_pair[0], topic_pair[1])
        cqlCreate = "CREATE (t:topic { name: \"" + topic_pair[0] + \\n"relate_num: 0})\"
        cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)
        else:
            print("connect missing3", topic_pair[0], topic_pair[1])
            cqlCreate = "CREATE (t:topic { name: \"" + topic_pair[0] + \\n"relate_num: 0})\"
            cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)
            cqlCreate = "CREATE (t:topic { name: \"" + topic_pair[1] + \\n"relate_num: 0})\"
            cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)
            cqlCreate = "CREATE (t:topic { name: \"" + topic_pair[0] + \\n"relate_num: 0})\"
            cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)
            cqlCreate = "CREATE (t:topic { name: \"" + topic_pair[1] + \\n"relate_num: 0})\"
            cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)

def get_lemma(word):
    lemma = wn.morphy(word)
    if lemma is None:
        return word
    else:
        return lemma

def find_topics_whitelist(graphDB_Driver, doc, filename, whitelist):
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```python
# relevant_docs = glob.glob('C:/Users/jorner/Desktop/NWBC-Study Guides/TIKA_Guides/*.pdf.txt')
noun_chunks_root = []
noun_chunks_full = []
topic_candidates = []

for piece in doc.noun_chunks:
    noun_chunks_full.append(piece.text.lower().strip('()'))

word_freq = Counter(noun_chunks_full).most_common(100)

for word_set in word_freq:
    candidate = word_set[0]
    if "the " in candidate:
        candidate = word_set[0][4:]
    elif "a " in candidate:
        candidate = word_set[0][2:]
    elif "this " in candidate:
        candidate = word_set[0][4:]
    elif "each " in candidate:
        candidate = word_set[0][4:]
    elif "our " in candidate:
        candidate = word_set[0][3:]
    elif "their " in candidate:
        candidate = word_set[0][5:]

    topic_candidates.append(((candidate, word_set[1])))

print("Init sub stop:\t", topic_candidates)

whitelisted_topics = []
matched_topics = []

# Open whitelist file, parse topic names, and save into array
with open('whitelist', 'r') as whitelisted_topics_file:
    whitelisted_topics_full = whitelisted_topics_file.read().split('
')

for topic in whitelisted_topics_full:
    whitelisted_topics.append(topic.split('/'))

#THIS IS FOR PULLING A CSV OF TOPICS
csv_text = ""
#END CSV CODE

# Break topic candidate list into (topic, count)
for topic_candidate_set in topic_candidates:
    # Set variable to string of topic candidate
topic_candidate = topic_candidate_set[0]

    # Loop through topic and subname sets
    for whitelisted_topic_set in whitelisted_topics:
        # Loop through subnames of a topic
        for whitelisted_topic in whitelisted_topic_set:
            # Check for candidate and whitelist match
            if topic_candidate == whitelisted_topic:
```
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already_matched = False
    # Loop through sets of matched topics
    for matched_topic_set in matched_topics:
        # If topic has already been added to list
        if matched_topic_set[0] == whitelisted_topic_set[0]:
            topic_candidate_set[1] +=
            matched_topic_set[1] +=
            # CSV CODE
            print("Adding ", whitelisted_topic_set[0],
                  whitelisted_topic + ", " +
                  topic_candidate_set[1] + "\n"
            # END CSV CODE
            already_matched = True
        # If topic has not been added, add topic with
        # corresponding frequency count
        if not already_matched:
            matched_topics.append([
                whitelisted_topic_set[0], topic_candidate_set[1]])
            # CSV CODE
            print("New: ", whitelisted_topic_set[0],
                  whitelisted_topic + ", " +
                  topic_candidate_set[1] + "\n"
            # END CSV CODE

    with open('C:/Users/jorner/Desktop/PROF_CSV.txt', 'a+') as f:
        f.write(csv_text)
    # END CSV CODE

    print("Matched:	", matched_topics)
    print("Root List for processing:	", matched_topics)

cqlCreate = "CREATE (c:content { name: "" + filename + "\"})"
cqlCreate = cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)
root_index = 1
for root_set in matched_topics:
    for root in root_set:
        if root_index % 2:
            topic = str(root)
            number = str(root_set[1])
            exists = check_if_new_node(topic, graphDB_Driver)
            if exists:
                merge_existing_nodes(graphDB_Driver, filename,
                                      topic, number)
else:
cqlCreate = "CREATE ( t : topic { name: "" +
topic + "", number: 0, reference_number: 0, ""
"relate_num: 0})"#
print (cqlCreate)
cql_create_execute (graphDB_Driver, cqlCreate)
merge_existing_nodes (graphDB_Driver, filename,
topic, number)
root_index += 1

def check_if_new_node (node_name, graphDB_Driver):
    """If topic is new, return 0. If topic is not new, return 1"
    cqlMatch = """MATCH (x:topic) WHERE x.name = """" +
node_name + """" RETURN x""
    return cql_match_execute (graphDB_Driver, cqlMatch)

def cql_create_execute (graphDB_Driver, cqlCommand):
    # Execute the CQL query
    with graphDB_Driver.session () as graphDB_Session:
        # Create nodes
        graphDB_Session.run (cqlCommand)
    return ""

def merge_existing_nodes (graphDB_Driver, filename, topic, number):
    cqlCommand = "MATCH (c:content {name:"" + filename + ""}) "
cqlCommand += "MATCH (t:topic {name:"" + topic + ""}) "
cqlCommand += "MERGE (c)-[r:references]->(t) "
cqlCommand += "ON CREATE SET r.number = " + number + " , t.
number = t.number +"" + number + "" , t.reference_number = ""
    "t.reference_number + 1 "
cqlCommand += "ON MATCH SET r.number = " + number + " , t.
number = t.number +"" + number + "" , t.reference_number = ""
    "t.reference_number + 1 "
cql_match_execute (graphDB_Driver, cqlCommand)

def cql_match_execute (graphDB_Driver, cqlCommand):
    """Execute the CQL match command. If nodes are matched,
return 1, else return 0"""
    # Execute the CQL query
    with graphDB_Driver.session () as graphDB_Session:
        # Create nodes
        nodes = graphDB_Session.run (cqlCommand)
    for node in nodes:
        if "<Record" in str (node):
            return True
else:
    return False
def topic_on_topic_connections(graphDB_Driver):
    cqlCommand = "MATCH(a:topic)<-[[:references]]->(y:content)
                nMATCH(b:topic)<-[[:references]]<-(y:content)
                n" "WHERE a.name <> b.name AND a.reference_number > 1 AND b.reference_number = 1
                nMERGE(a)-[:RELATES_TO {sub_name:""}]->(b)
                nON CREATE SET a.relate_num = a.relate_num + 1
                nRETURN a, b"
    cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCommand)

def merge_existing_nodes lda(graphDB_Driver, top_topic, topic):
    cqlCommand = "MATCH (t:topic {name:"" + top_topic + ""}) "
    cqlCommand += "MATCH (s:topic {name:"" + topic + ""}) "
    cqlCommand += "WHERE t.name <> s.name "
    cqlCommand += "MERGE (t)-[:RELATES_TO {sub_name:""}]->(s)"
    cqlCommand += "ON CREATE SET r.number = 0 "
    cqlCommand += "ON MATCH SET r.number = 0"
    cql_create_execute(graphDB_Driver, cqlCommand)

#Class to access and work with MIT’s ConceptNet web API
#Original Author: fito_segrera / http://fii.to
#Adapted by Jacob Orner for work with PROF tool
class conceptNet:
    def __init__(self):
        self.url = "http://192.168.195.128/"

    def lookup(self, term, verbose):
        url_to_search = self.url + "c/en/" + term
        data = urlopen(url_to_search)
        json_data = json.load(data)
        if verbose:
            print(url_to_search)
            for i in json_data["edges"]:
                print("----------")
                print(i["end"])  
                print("relation:" , i["rel"])
                print(i["end"])  
                print(i["start"])  
                print("weight:" , i["weight"])  

    def find_related(self, topic, verbose):
        url_to_search = self.url + "related/c/en/" + topic + "?
        filter="c/en"
        data = urlopen(url_to_search)
```python
json_data = json.load(data)
if verbose:
    print(json_data['@id'])
    for i in json_data['related']:
        print('−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−')
        print(i['@id'][6:]
        print('weight:', i['weight'])

def termsRelatedness(self, term1, term2, verbose):
    url_to_search = self.url + 'relatedness?node1=/c/en/' + term1 + '
    &node2=/c/en/' + term2
    data = urlopen(url_to_search)
    json_data = json.load(data)
    return json_data['value']

def termsAssociation(self, term1, term2, verbose):
    url_to_search = self.url + 'query?node=/c/en/' + term1 + '
    &other=/c/en/' + term2
    data = urlopen(url_to_search)
    json_data = json.load(data)
    if verbose:
        for i in json_data['edges']:
            print('−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−')
            print(i['@id'])
if __name__ == '__main__':
    main()
```

# PROF — Pedagogical Resource Organization Framework

Listing B.1: Full PROF Code
Appendix C. KSAT Creation Code

```python
import glob
import easygui
from py2neo import Graph, Node, Relationship, Database, NodeMatcher

def main():
    db = Database("bolt://localhost:7687")
    g = Graph(database=db, password="password")
    tx = g.begin()

    lesson_material = []
    s = easygui.fileopenbox("Schedule", "Select Schedule File",
        filetypes="*.txt",
        default='C:/Users/jorner/PycharmProject/Thesis/'
    )

    with open(s, 'r') as schedule:
        for lesson in schedule:
            data = lesson.split(',')
            lesson_material.append([d.strip() for d in data])

    number_of_lessons = len(set(x[0] for x in lesson_material))

    relevant_docs = glob.glob('./class_files/*.txt')

    # Upload to neo4j database
    selector = NodeMatcher(g)

    tx = g.begin()
    a = Node("Lesson", name="1")
    tx.create(a)
    tx.commit()

    for lesson, reading in lesson_material[1:]:
        tx = g.begin()
        existing_node = selector.match("Lesson", name=str(lesson)).first()
        if existing_node:
            b = existing_node
        else:
            b = Node("Lesson", name=str(lesson))
        tx.create(b)

        if a != b and lesson != "1":
            c = Relationship(a, "PRECEDES", b, length=2)
        tx.create(c)
        tx.commit()
        a = b

    # Draw nodes for lessons to readings
    for lesson, reading in lesson_material:
        if reading is not "":
```
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tx = g.begin()
existing_node = selector.match("Lesson", name="lesson").first()

if existing_node:
    a = existing_node
else:
    a = Node("Lesson", name=lesson)
    tx.create(a)

existing_node = selector.match("content", name="reading").first()

if existing_node:
    b = existing_node
else:
    b = Node("content", name=reading)
    tx.create(b)

c = Relationship(a, "ASSIGNS", b)
    tx.create(c)
    tx.commit()

if __name__ == '__main__':
    main()
Appendix D. CQL Code

1 MATCH (l:LESSON)-[:ASSIGNS]→(c:content)
2 MATCH (c:content)-[:references]→(t:topic)
3 MERGE (l)-[:COVERS]→(t)
4 RETURN l,t

Figure 39: CQL Statement to Link Lesson and Topic Nodes
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